INTRODUCTION: THE UNTRAINED ACTOR
When I first started out acting, I knew I didn't know much about the craft, but I didn't know I didn't know anything. I was unconsciously unconscious. I had a few ideas and beliefs about acting but I had no real depth for the craft. It's not to say I had no passion for it, but I wasn't in touch with Morris. I knew I wanted to be an actor, I knew how to memorize lines and speak loudly, but where was the connection? Wait, what, I have to breathe? I'm the type of person who wants to know every part of an equation in order to feel confident about what it is that I'm doing. I had been to a few acting and commercial classes but had no previous theatre or acting training. I made the big jump into the L.A. pool, or pit in some people's opinion, and after a short stint there, I knew I had to get some focused instruction under my belt, but didn't know the best way to do it. This is where it all begins.
January of 2010 I did it! I quit my job for the biggest acting gig of my life-at that point anyway. I was going to play a lead role as a Chemist in a play at Baylor University for local high school students and was getting paid $4,000! I didn't even make that much per month at my job as a Stock Trader-hell yes I'm leaving to go pursue what I really want to do! Up to this point, I had done a few community shows and had a great deal of fun doing them. I was getting a little experience, starting to develop a network of acting friends, and learning a little bit about the business. As I began to talk with more people all I heard was, "You know you have to go to L.A. at some point, right?" One of my friends who was in the Baylor show with me had been talking to me about moving as well. We were so gung ho about making the big transition and chasing the dream. I called a college friend who'd moved out there, set up a living arrangement with her, calculated my job exit strategy so that I would get paid for a little while after I left, collected my 401k and banked my $4,000-I was ready to go! Come to find out, I was the only one going! Everyone else wasn't ready or backed out at the time. Needless to say, I got rid of my car because she was on her way to the junkyard, bought a PT Cruiser for cash and loaded her down. How California is that for you? I got to L.A. and hit the ground running. I immediately signed up with Central Casting so I could get work as an extra, enrolled in a commercial acting class, and started the agency hunt. I was 26
and wanting to get it done/be famous by 27 (insert wild laughter here)! Granted, USA but God knew I needed to be somewhere with as little distraction possible because the type of training that I was in for was nothing short of extensive, confusing, emotional, and downright hard! I remember the first week of classes really threw me for a loop and put me on edge because it all seemed really strange to me. My voice teacher wanted us on the floor breathing and visualizing pools and trampolines in our bellies and my movement teacher wanted to dig into our bellies to make us release blocks. I wasn't constipated! My acting teacher seemed to be the sanest one, but it was still slightly questionable because he had us buy and read this thick book by Stanislavsky that just seemed to journal his students' acting classes. I didn't know I had to read textbooks for acting-I just thought you got up, acted, and got coached until you got it right. God forbid we try to get anything right! Acting is what has just taken place. This is called entering a scene full. I've learned that everything I do on stage is in response to something that has happened or is happening to me.
As I go for my objective, which is the thing that I want to achieve, others in the play are either doing something to help and encourage my endeavor or thwart my plan. This causes an affect within that must be released as a response. Releasing the affect is what shows the actor allowing the character to come to life. By releasing that affect, the character is being given dimension to be seen as a human.
Where in my body was I affected? Did I feel a sensation in my arm that signaled me to flail about or did something make me stiffen up? Do I want to burst out crying in this moment or is there an eruption of laughter forthcoming? These things need to be allowed to come out because they reveal something about my character. These are impulses. Impulses need to be allowed freedom as they give the character truth.
In rehearsal, I try to feel for each sensation and allow each impulse it's right to spring out as it shows my character's response to the other character-in truth. As we grow up, we are told and taught to check and lock down so many of our impulses that we lose the truth in our lives. Sometimes we want to scream or dance around in response to things, but it has been deemed inappropriate and so we fume in 8 silence or politely say, "Thank you, I'm so excited," and leave it at that. The truth has been manipulated to decrease in size. Theater begs the bold and daring choice.
People come to the theatre to see the character do what they won't do, or are too scared to do, in their own lives. In the next chapter, I will discuss making these choices in response to other characters' impact on my character. Slaughter City where I played Tuck, the foreman in a beef and pork slaughterhouse.
Tuck had worked in this place for some 20 years starting out splitting carcasses, then moving to hoisting them on hooks, removing loins, and hosing them down, before elevating through the ranks to a supervisory position. A given circumstance here is that Tuck has worked with heavy pieces of meat for years and this has had effects on his body. My job here is to assign specific effects to specific areas of his body. I first "developed" tension in my back and tightness in my arms. Surely he has developed a musculature that has to support such strenuous tasks. I altered my walk to add a very slight bend in my back and an unassuming lift in my shoulders that supported the tightness. After putting myself into this physicality, I felt tired. It was work to walk around like this and a constant feeling of heaviness developed. In that, my attitude began to change. As both Tuck and me, I felt irritable, confident, and not to be toyed with. I knew I was strong, knowledgeable about what I was doing, and couldn't be beat. Augmenting this was the pressure felt due to racial inequality and derelict working conditions. Although Tuck was in a position of authority, he was basically a modern--day slave master herding those like him. That being said, surely Tuck had a resistance, an anxiety, and quiet--but--ready anger that could explode at any time given the right circumstance.
When I assumed this role, I had no ailments or disabilities. In the middle of the rehearsal period for the show I developed a bone contusion on my left heel and had to wear an air cast on my leg for the better part of 3 weeks. What was even worse was the cast was put on the day we opened the show! I had to immediately make adjustments to my performance in terms of how I moved objects and maneuvered around the set. I imagined this as Tuck being hurt on the job and not working in an environment that provided worker's compensation or paid leave in addition to already subpar conditions. Due to that, Tuck added a little more fire in his attitude. He was quicker to snap, more aggressive and all around just more angry. He had no choice but to continue working because if not, he would lose money and not be able to pay his bills. As a spectator, just imagine how you would Granted I wasn't imitating it, many thought I was because they just didn't think I would be doing this play while injured. I got so many, "Wow, you really owned that cast!" or "You did that so well I thought you were really injured!" They were very surprised when I advised that I was really hurt and they would respond, "Well, your adjustment for your injury was well played!" or "How did you stand up in that chair?" I had to commit to everything Tuck did in the play and allow my injury to alter the way he moved as if he himself were really injured.
CHAPTER 3: VOICE AND BREATH
There are the basics of knowing your character and learning how they move but one of the crowning factors is the vocal production in relation to the breath of the actor.
In the beginning of our training our voice professor, Anne Marie, simply introduced us to our breath. She advised how important breath and the economy thereof is in the body. Our breath and breath support spurn internal movements that release blockages that prohibit impulses and diminish vocal quality. Unless my character is a mime or mute, a free and open voice is optimal and preferred in order to better advance intent and action. Our training taught us how to incorporate daily exercises and awareness that aid in manipulating our breath to reach different areas of our bodies in order to provide ample breath supply. In addition, we learned exercises that strengthen our breath support. The following excerpt provides nice insight into this:
"Being connected implies that the breathing system is fundamentally responsive to expression of the thought/feeling impulse. Vocal artistry requires the ability to choose the length and strength of vocal vibration so that the speakers can respond to the demands of their text and shape their expressivity for the listener's ear. Breath supply is concerned with how, once we have sufficient air in our lungs, we maintain the flow of air from the lungs to the vocal folds. This will largely determine how long we can sustain vocal vibration. Breath support is concerned with how we adjust the intensity of that air flow to increase (or decrease) vocal power."
Supply and support must work in conjunction with one another in order to create an emotional connection that can be energetically sustained. When characters engage in dialogue, simply speaking to one another is not sufficient. There is an objective at stake and an action must be present in order to obtain said objective. In order to do so, the voice communicates tactics to achieve the action. Variation and sustenance of thought enforce those tactics, in turn driving the action and achieving procurement of the objective. In my quest to consciously establish this mutual existence of supply and support, Anne Marie pointed out that we do this habitually.
For instance, during an argument we unconsciously take in enough breath and engage the necessary muscles to get out our complete thought and focus it right on the person to whom we are making a point. When consciously doing this, it is a bit harder. There is learning to inspire, or breathe, into the ribs and then fill the belly with air and reverse that process upon expiration. The in--breath is the inspiration and motivation to speak. The out--breath is the connection we make to our partner and the audience. 
